Abstracts | 25 significant improvements in the variables of the WCST. There were significant decreases in fALFF in regions including the lingual gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, cingulate gyrus, precuneus, and middle frontal gyrus. Positive correlations were observed between changes in the CBCL scores and fALFF. Only the repetitive assault group showed significant decreases in CBCL scores and fALFF.
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Magnetoenceaphalography as a potential candidate to detect treatment effect of dyslexia Kazuyori Yagyu, Takuya Saitoh, Atsushi Shimojo, Hideaki Shiraishi, Satoshi Suyuma Hokkaido University, Japan Abstract Background: Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurobiological in origin. It is characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word recognition and by poor spelling and decoding abilities. Most established dyslexia treatments focus on remedial education and providing psychological and social support. Apart from such remedial education treatments, pharmacological approaches include piracetam are limited for the treatment of dyslexic individuals.
These effects of treatment by medication or remediation have been assessed mainly reading speed or spelling speed. However, there were few studies about effect of treatment assessed by biological marker reflecting underlining brain function. There is a necessity of established biological markers detecting changes of brain function responding to treatment for dyslexia. Objective: We conducted magnetoencephalography (MEG) while reading in order to identify biological markers to assess dyslexic state. Methods: Fourteen dyslexic and 10 control children participated in this study. Ages were 6 to 14 years old. Tasks consisted of real word, non-word and picture (line drawing). Subjects were asked to read aloud during word tasks and name the picture during picture task. Objects consisting of 2-5 morae were presented for 4 seconds. In all sessions, stimulus was presented in 107 patterns respectively. MEG data were recorded in spine position by 306ch whole-head type MEG. We calculated MNE (Minimum norm estimation) and dSPM (dynamic statistical parametric mapping) from averaged gradiometer data. Result: In non-word task, dSPM of dyslexia group showed declined activity in bilateral temporal and frontal lobes. On the other hand, in picture naming task, dSPM and MNE of right inferior frontal lobe showed increased activity in dyslexia. Conclusion: MEG is potentially a good candidate of biological marker for assessment of dyslexic children. However, patterns of brain activities of dyslexic children are heterogeneous and it suggested necessity of a large study and subclassification of dyslexia in order to better assess dyslexic state and potential treatment response.. Abstract Objective: The aim of this study is to investigate the treatment effect of methylphenidate on functional brain network in children with ADHD using multivariate pattern analysis Subjects and Methods: From 20 medication-naïve ADHD children, resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging was acquired before methylphenidate prescription and 4 weeks later. Using publically available template consisting 10 resting state-related functional networks (RSFNs) and 10 noise components, spatial maps of 10 RSFNs and their functional connectivities were calculated. The medication effects were investigated using network-based statistics, dual regression, graph theory, and random Forest as well as amplitude of low frequency functional fluctuation (ALFF/fALFF).
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Results:
The medication effects were found in increased ALFF of superior parietal lobe, increased functional connectivity of right fronto-parietal (F-P) RSFN with insula and visual RSFN with various regions including both superior parietal lobe, increased clustering coefficients of right F-P and decreased betweenness centrality of left F-P. In random Forest analysis, improvement of K-ARS were explained with changes in functional changes of lateral visual -sensory/motor, executive control -cerebellum, auditory -right F-P, left F-P -cerebellum, and executive control -default mode network. Conclusions: Our multivariate approach using random Forest indicates the clinical improvement after methylphenidate medication was explained with combination of several interaction among RSFNs, especially functional connection of F-P with other RSFNs. Key words: ADHD, resting state, fMRI, Machine learning, multimodal data, functional connectivity, methylphenidate, treatment effect
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Functional magnetic resonance imaging study on neural aspects of cognitive and emotional empathy in autism spectrum disorder Seungwon Chung, Hei-Rhee Ghim, Gawon Ju, Siekyeong Kim, Sang-Ick Lee, Seungbok Lee, Chul-Jin Shin, Jung-Woo Son Chungbuk National University Hospital, Republic of Korea Abstract Objective: The essential feature of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is impairment in social interaction. Empathic ability plays a key role in social relationship. Recent evidence supposed that there are two systems for empathy: cognitive and emotional. We purposed to elucidate psychological aspects and brain activity in ASD from the viewpoint of cognitive and emotional empathy. Methods: 17 individuals with ASD and 22 age-and sex-matched healthy comparison individuals were scanned with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during both cognitive and emotional empathy tasks. Differences in brain activation between two groups were assessed by contrasting neural activation during the tasks. Results: During both cognitive and emotional empathy tasks, ASD subjects showed greater neural activities in the bilateral cuneus (Brodmann area 18) compared to control subjects.
